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boilerplate herman miller is a globally recognized provider of furnishings and related technologies and
services. headquartered in west michigan, the global company has relied on innovative design for strategic
human resource management at herman miller - herman miller, inc., (hmi) was founded in 1905 as the
star furniture company and is one of the world's largest manufacturers of office furniture with net income in
excess of $74 million on sales of $1.495 billion. do-mestic operations have held sales growth con-sistently
higher than industry norms with a growth of 19.2% in 1997 compared to the herman miller, inc., corporate
backgrounder - established in 1905 as star furniture, the company was renamed herman miller furniture
company in 1923 when founder d.j. de pree purchased it with the help of his father-in-law, herman miller.
herman miller collection, 1923-2006 (bulk 1934-2000 ... - herman miller collection, 1923-2006 (bulk
1934-2000) accession 89.177 ... company, changing the name to the herman miller company. in 1959, the
company incorporated and took on its current name, herman miller, inc. d.j. depree retired in 1962, and ...
herman miller furniture placed into one catalog or book. herman miller - fm systems - company’s awardwinning products, complemented by primary furniture-management services, generates an annual sales of
over $2 billion. herman miller is widely recognized both for ... herman miller uses fm:systems’ products to help
create a great workplace and keep costs under control. herman miller saves labor and costs by switching
to ... - herman miller saves labor and costs by switching to reusable packaging by switching from expendable
to reusable packaging for the handling of a component on a chair assembly line, herman miller is saving
$46,000 annually in material and labor. the cost-saving switch earned the company the reusable packaging
association 2012 excellence in reusable herman miller cubicles assembly instructions - herman miller
cubicles assembly instructions resolve office furniture system is a human-centered system that lets what's
natural for people come naturally to the work environment. customer profile herman miller accelerates
business growth ... - herman miller about the company with operations in more than 40 countries and based
in the uk, herman miller is a leading global manufacturer of office and domestic working environment
furniture. the company maintains manufacturing and distribution centers in north america, the uk, and asia,
and sales offices, dealers, and licensees in 1 transaction highlights - investors.hermanmiller - furniture
company. 4 hay brings a growing portfolio of beautifully designed furnishings and accessories to the herman
miller family of brands. today, they offer 180 styles of furniture and more than 350 accessory options. here are
just a few examples... hay portfolio. accessories 5.
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